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 ABSTRACT 

The Wireless Sensor Network(WSN) is built  “of  nodes” from a few to several hundreds or even 

thousands, where each node is connected to one( or sometimes several) sensors. A WSN consists 

of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to cooperatively pass their data through the network. 

WSN‟s have received a great attention in security issues. Sequences of duplicate nodes are 

known as node clones. The automated process of finding clones in network is called clone 

detection. In this paper we will be presenting two protocols for clone detection. The first protocol 

is DHT BASED DETECTION protocol. The DHT mechanism constructs an overlay network 

upon a physical sensor network and provides an efficient key based routing and it also look‟s 

after the efficiency by providing details of message‟s key. Infact, messages with same key will 

be stored at same destination node. Our second protocol is RANDOMLY DIRECTED 

EXPLORATION protocol and this protocol provides the optimal storage expense and reduces 

communication cost with an efficient detection probability. 

KEYWORDS:- Adversary node, distributed hash table, clone attack, randomly dierected 

exploration, Inspector node. 

 

 INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network has obtained a large amount of attention in past decade and have 

established a large range of applications. In general, WSN is a collection of sensors, which are of 

low-cost, resource constrained distributed sensor nodes, which will be scattered randomly[1]. 

Sensors are of low cost and are inexpensive. These nodes will be present in large numbers in 

particular area of interest, the running cost of these nodes is minimal and works with minimal 

amount of supervision. It is a challenging to provide efficient security functions and mechanisms 

for WSN‟s. Wireless sensor network‟s have received a great deal of attention regarding for 
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security issues. They are not only essential for industrial systems, but are important in areas such 

as health monitoring and environmental sampling[4]. 

An adversary node is unauthorized to the network area of interest or the desired network. An 

adversary node will attack to the nodes present in the network. Adversary node does not need to 

attack all the nodes present in the network. If only one node in the network has been successfully 

attacked by the adversary node then it can replicate itself and deploy in large amount of clone 

nodes in the network[2]. 

                  Once a node is attacked then adversary node will obtain all the secret information of 

the captured node, it will extract the data and replicate itself in the network. The simple 

defensive measure against clone attack is to prevent adversary node from extracting all secret 

information of the captured node by virtue of tamper-resistance hardware [3]. All the nodes that 

are not controlled by the adversary will be referred to as INTEGRITY nodes. The SET 

protocol[5]  presents a centralised approach by constructing exclusive subsets such that nodes 

belong to one and only disjoint subset and the subset nodes information is reported to base 

station by a subset leader. 

 EXISTING SYSTEM 

We assume a large scale sensor network consisting of „n‟ resource-constraint sensor nodes. Each 

legitimate node is allocated a unique ID and a corresponding private key by trusted third party. 

Any node in the network is able to verifying messages signed by a node using Identity-based 

key. There are 4 roles in the proposed detection protocol and they are listed below as follows 

a) There exist a trusted role named INITIATOR for initiating a distributed detection 

procedure. 

b) The information regarding the ID  and location of each node in overlay network is 

claimed by its neighbor‟s for clone detection, the neighbor‟s of a node are its 

OBSERVERS. 

c) An INSPECTOR inspects a message to check for a clone detection in DHT-based 

protocol, which compares the message with previously inspected message which are 

buffered in the cache table. 

d) If an inspector finds a clone, then the inspector becomes a WITNESS, and will broadcast 

necessary evidence that is required to inform all connected nodes about the cloned nodes 

revoking the cloned nodes. 

The inspector nodes cannot be a clone node. Thus, the remaining nodes in the network are 

much more likely to be a  capable to detect clone rather than randomly selected inspectors. 

Inspector inspects a message to check for clone detection in DHT-based protocol, which 

compares the message with previously inspected message which is buffered in the cache 

table. Every record in the cache table must have different exmine‟s ID. Now, how to detect a 

clone. If there exist two messages M and N satisfying same Identities in different locations, 

then we say that clone has been detected. 
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Fig 1: Authentication Process of nodes 

 

 

All Integrity nodes verify the evidence message and stop communicating with cloned nodes. 

A revocation list is created by nodes personally to prevent cloned nodes from participating in 

network in future. The messages M and N are authenticated by observers α and α‟ 

respectively. If any malicious node tries to launch a DOS attack by broadcasting a bogus 

evidence message, the next Integrity node on receiving can immediately detect the behavior 

by verifying the signatures before forwarding to other nodes. 

 

  A practical detection scheme should detect the occurrence of the attack with highest levels 

of proximity. We use number of witnesses to evaluate the security level because more 

witnesses have improved protocol resilience against the adversary‟s potential attacks to 

witnesses. Those cloned nodes that seem legitimate can freely join the sensor network and 

then significantly enlarge the adversary‟s capacities to manipulate the network maliciously. 

The adversary may try to abuse detection protocol, this act of abusing protocol is called 

framing attack and approaches should be designed to address this issue. 
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DISADVANTAGES IN EXISTING SYSTEM 

 Amongst many physical attacks to physical sensor networks which are prone to, the node 

cloning is a serious and dangerous one. 

 Insufficient storage and  consumption in the form of performance in the existing system 

and lowest levels of  security. 

 METHODOLOGY  

The first protocol the DHT-based protocol makes use of the DHT mechanism. The DHT 

mechanism constructs an overlay network upon a physical sensor network and provides an 

efficient key based routing within the overlay network[1]. The DHT-based routing looks after the 

efficiency by providing details of message‟s key. Infact, messages with same key will be stored 

at same destinated node. These are some facts which helps to build basement for our first DHT-

based protocol. The message transmission over a chord overlay network incurs considerable 

communication cost, Our second protocol Randomly Directed Exploration protocol provides a 

highly efficient communication performance for dense sensor networks. 

                     Firstly, a chord overlay network is constructed by all the nodes. The overlay 

network construction is independent of node clone detection. We assume that an identity-based 

public-key cryptography facility is available in the sensor network.  Nodes will be containing 

every information of their direct predecessor and successor in chord ring. Inturn, every node 

caches have the information of their consecutive successors in their successor table. The source 

nodes in our problem formulation serve as storage points in which cache stores the data gathered 

by other nodes and periodically transmits this data to the sink, as a response to the user‟s queries. 

Such network architecture is consistent with the design of storage centric sensor networks.  One 

detection round has following stages which are listed in detail as follows:- 

 

Initialization:- In this stage,  an action message is released by the Initiator to activate all nodes 

in the chord network to start a new round of clone detection. The action message includes 

increasing nonce, a random seed, and an action time. In order to prevent adversaries from 

establishing DOS attack, the nonce is responsible to examine the DOS attack. 

 

Claiming Neighbors Information:-  

After receiving the action message node verifies, if the message nonce and message signature is 

valid then both conditions are satisfied,  node updates the nonce and stores the seed. At 

designated action time, the node operates as observer that generates a claiming message for each 

neighbour(examinee) and transmits the message through overlay network. Sometimes it so 

happens nodes can start transmitting claiming messages at same time which creates a huge traffic 

and may cause serious problems and degrade the performance. To overcome this problem we can 

specify a sending period, within this period nodes can randomly pick up a transmission time for 

every claiming message. 
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Processing claiming messages:- In this stage a claiming message will be forwarded to its 

destination node through the intermediate nodes. Nodes which participate in processing of 

message are source node, chord intermediate node and destination nodes. Other nodes simply 

need to pass the message to the temporary targets. 

Sink Module: The sink is the point of contact for users of the sensor network. Each time the sink 

receives a question from a user, it first translates the question into multiple queries and then 

disseminates the queries to the corresponding mobile relay, which process the queries based on 

their data and returns the results of the query to the sink. The sink unifies the query results from 

multiple storage nodes to form the final answer and sends it back to the user. 
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Fig 2: scenario of information exchange 

  

 

      FUTURE WORK:- 

 The explosive growth of interest and actual deployment of WSNs will make various 

applications possible in the near future, but obviously security concerns still remain. 

 

 Using clones, an adversary can overhear communications widely inside networks, and the 

adversary can corrupt data aggregation and routing by injecting false data. Thus, clone 

detection schemes are necessary for enabling clones to be detected and removed. 

 

 It is challenging to consider security functions and mechanisms for WSNs due to the 

resource constraints of tiny sensor nodes 

 

 The problems can be addressed by using a more sophisticated approach. 
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 Further strengthening the power of an adversary, which can launch more powerful attacks 

using the improved devices. Thus, we should study various strategies taken by 

adversaries to find more effective countermeasures against them. This can be explored in 

our future work. 

 

CONCLUSION:- 

In WSN security is extremely important and is certainly required to catch cloned nodes. The 

DHT-based protocol provides highest levels of security. DHT distributes responsibility of 

maintaining the mapping from keys to records among nodes in balanced manner, which inturn 

allows DHT to scale to extremely large networks. The RDE protocol is exceedingly memory-

efficient, no additional memory is required to suppress broadcasting flood. Hence, RDE protocol 

consumes almost minimum memory 
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